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In his Ph.D. thesis [4], Thomas Fischer suggested how to construct a fundamental domain for the action of
a discrete cocompact subgroup ! of I`(H2), the group of orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane
H2, on this three-dimensional Liegroup I`(H2) by left translation. We recall Fischer’s construction and discuss
properties of the tiling of I`(H2) by fundamental domains of !. In particular, its symmetries and their relation to
the Seifert fibration of !TI`(H2) are considered. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let ! be a discrete cocompact subgroup of I`(H2):PSL(2, R):PSU(1, 1), the group of
orientation preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane H2 . Thomas Fischer, in his Ph.D.
thesis [4], 1992, found a beautiful and amazing construction of a fundamental domain for
the action of ! on the three-dimensional Liegroup I` (H2) by left translation. The most
remarkable fact about this construction is that it uses the Lorentzian geometry of I` (H2)
induced by the canonical Killing form instead of the less canonical geometric structure
given by a locally homogeneous Riemannian metric. This choice of a geometry leads to
a fundamental domain with totally geodesic faces.
In this article, we outline Fischer’s construction and discuss properties of the tiling of
I`(H2) by fundamental domains of !. In particular, we obtain a description of the full
symmetry group of this tiling and explain a connection between the exceptional fibers of the
Seifert fibration of !TI`(H2) and some of those symmetries.
In Section 2, we give an introduction to the Lorentzian geometry of I`(H2):PSU(1, 1)
and show how this geometry is related to the locally homogeneous Riemannian metrics on'C
PSL(2, R). Within this framework, Fischer’s construction is outlined in Section 3. The proof
we give here differs from the original one, since we have tried to avoid technical arguments
whenever they could be substituted by conceptual ones. In the next two sections, we focus
our attention on the symmetries of the fundamental domain and of the induced tiling of
I`(H2), and we explain how to identify the Seifert fibration of !TI`(H2) in the fundamental
domain. Finally, we make a few remarks on the connection between discrete subgroups of
I`(H2) and links of certain isolated surface singularities. In fact, this connection was the
starting point of Fischer’s investigation, and it determined the choice of groups for which
fundamental domains were actually computed in [5].
2. GEOMETRY OF I`(H2)
According to Thurston, a geometric structure on a 3-manifold M is given by a covering
map X"M and a group G acting on X with the following properties. X is simply
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connected, G acts transitively with compact point stabilizers, and the group of covering
transformations of X"M is a subgroup of G. There are, up to isomorphism, exactly eight
geometries (X, G) with the property that G is maximal and has a freely acting subgroup
H such that HTX is a compact manifold: X"E3, S3, H3,
'C
PSL (2, R), Nil, Sol, E2]R, H2]R
(cf. [7]).
In the spirit of Felix Klein’s ‘‘Erlanger Programm’’, geometry of these spaces X is the
study of those objects and properties which are invariant with respect to G. It is well known
that X admits a Riemannian metric such that G is its isometry group. So geodesics and
distance are the objects and property of the corresponding geometry in the above sense. But
in our example M"I`(H2)"PSL(2, R), this geometry is not suitable for our purpose to
construct a nice fundamental domain. It is possible to define a fundamental domain in this
setting by the Dirichlet—Voronoi construction applied to the discrete point set ! in I`(H2),
but it seems hopeless to actually compute this fundamental domain.
Hence, we describe an alternative geometry on I`(H2) that is more easily to handle and
allows to find a fundamental domain with totally geodesic faces, which is impossible in the
Riemannian geometry.
The Poincare´ disk D is a model of H2, its isometries are the fractional linear transforma-
tions of the form
z>az#b
bN z#aN , aaN !bb
N "1
i.e. I` (H2):PSU(1, 1), with
SU(1, 1)"GA3C2]2 DA A
1
0
0
!1B AM 5"A
1
0
0
!1B , det A"1H.
For a subset ALPSU(1, 1), we denote its inverse image in SU(1, 1) by AI .
SU(1, 1) is the special unitary group with respect to the standard hermitian form on
C2 with signature #, ! and can be embedded into A :"C2 in the obvious way:
A
a
bN
b
aN B> (a, b ).
On A, we have again the standard hermitian form of signature #, !:
S(a
1
, b
1
), (a
2
, b
2
)T"a
1
aN
2
!b
1
bN
2
.
It gives rise to a real bilinear form on A, now regarded as four—dimensional real vector
space:
(p, q) :"ReSp, qT.
The signature of this form is #, #, !, !, and SU(1, 1) is identified with the unit
pseudosphere S of this quadratic form. The term ‘‘sphere’’ is misleading, since topologically,
S is an open solid torus. The tangent space „
p
(S) at an arbitrary point p3S is canonically
identified with po, the orthogonal complement of p in A with respect to ( . , . ). Therefore it
carries a bilinear form of signature #, !, !, i.e. SU(1, 1) is equipped with the structure of
a Lorentzian manifold of constant curvature 1 ( in the sense of semi-Riemannian manifolds,
cf. [6, pp. 108ff]). A calculation of the Killing form of SU(1, 1) shows that the bilinear form
on „
1
(SU(1, 1)) is !1/8 of the Killing form.
It is easy to describe geodesics and totally geodesic surfaces in this geometry. They are
just the intersection of 2- respectively 3-dimensional subspaces of A with S. Another
remarkable fact is easy to verify: each geodesic through the point e"id of S"SU(1, 1) is
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a one—parameter subgroup of SU(1, 1). It is a subgroup of elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic
motions, depending on whether (v, v) ’0, "0, or (0, respectively, for a tangent vector
v of the geodesic at the point e.
The intersection of S with the orthogonal complement Im A"eo of e is a totally
geodesic hyperboloid in A with two connected components. The quotient H2"(SWIm A)/
M$1N can be regarded as a model of the hyperbolic plane such that I(H2)"
SO(1, 2)"SO(2, 2)
e
. The action of SU(1, 1) on itself by conjugation yields a map
ı : SU(1, 1)" SO(1, 2)
0
"I`(H2) into the identity component of SO(1, 2). The map
z>A
1#DzD2
1!DzD2 ) i,
!2i
1!DzD2 B
identifies the Poincare´ disk D with the upper sheet of the hyperboloid SWIm A and thus
with H2. It is equivariant with respect to the action of SU(1, 1) on D through fractional
linear transformations and the action g)x:"ı (g) (x) of SU(1, 1) on H2.
Linear extension of the multiplication in S onto A induces an algebra structure on A.
Using this, one can explicitly describe the effect of ı (g), g3S, on the hyperbolic plane. Each
element g3S!M$eN can be uniquely written as a sum
g"G
cos (a/2)e#sin(a/2)x, x3Im A, (x, x)"1
$e#x, x3Im A, (x, x)"0
$cosh(s/2)e#sinh(s/2)x, x3Im A, (x, x)"!1,
where a3(0, 2n) and s’0. In the first case, g acts as a rotation with center x3H2 and
oriented angle a. In the second case, ı(g) is a parabolic motion with fixed point x, and in the
third case, a hyperbolic motion. The geodesic left invariant by it is the intersection of
H2 with the orthogonal complement of SxT, and on this geodesic, g translates all points by
the oriented distance s.
By the above description, it is clear that ı is, in fact, a two-fold covering. The other
elements of SO(1, 2) can be obtained by composition with the automorphism
e : (a, b)> (aN , !bN )
of the algebra A. It acts on Im A as a half-turn about the axis S(0, i)T and on H2 as
a reflection in the geodesic (0, i) oWH2, which is the image of the real axis under the bijection
D"H2.
The orthogonal group O(2, 2) is the full isometry group of the Lorentzian manifold S.
The stabilizer of e can be identified with O(1, 2)"SO(1, 2)]M$1N and is obviously not
compact. The action of SU(1, 1) on S by left translation identifies SU(1, 1) with a subgroup
of O(2, 2). The above discussion showed that SO(1, 2) acts on SU(1, 1) through automor-
phisms. More explicitly, let j
g
denote the left translation by g3SU(1, 1). Then, for all
u3SO(1, 2) and g3SU(1, 1), we have uj
g
u~1"jr(g) .Therefore, SU(1, 1) is normalized by
the elements of SO(1, 2), so there is a description of SO(2, 2) as semidirect product:
SO(2, 2)"SU(1, 1)]SO(1, 2).
The map q : (a, b)> (aN , !b) is an element of O(2, 2)CSO(2, 2). Its restriction to S maps
g onto g~1, hence it does not normalize SU(1, 1).
If we fix an arbitrary point u in H2 then the group G"SU(1, 1)]SO(1, 2)
u
acts
transitively on S with compact point stabilizers. Lifting G to the universal cover'C
PSU(1, 1):
'C
PSL (2, R) yields one of the eight three-dimensional geometries. So we have
identified the geometry of
'C
PSL (2, R) according to Thurston with a subgeometry of the
Lorentzian geometry of
'C
PSU (1, 1). Moreover, the Lorentzian isometry group acts
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transitively on the set of all such geometric structures on PSU(1, 1). Since we have restricted
the group of Lorentzian symmetries we should have further objects invariant with respect to
G, in addition to geodesics and totally geodesic surfaces. The choice of G was equivalent to
the choice of a particular point u3H2. But this choice induces a fibration n
u
:S" H2
defined by sending g3SU(1, 1) onto g)u. This map fibres SU(1, 1) by circles, the left cosets of
the stabilizer SU(1, 1)
u
of u, and is a Seifert fibration without exceptional fibres. Let G@ be
the group of all u3O(2, 2) leaving this fibration invariant. Obviously GLG@. Furthermore,
if u3SO(2, 2) is in G@ then we may assume, without loss of generality, that u3SO(1, 2). As
u(e)"e this is equivalent to u(SU(1, 1)
u
)"SU(1, 1)
u
. Now, since
ı (u (g))"u ° ı (g) °u~1,
we have
ı (u(SU(1, 1)
u
))LSO(1, 2)r(u).
Therefore u(u)"u is equivalent to u3G@. Obviously, q is not compatible with n
u
since
SU(1, 1)
u
is not normal in SU(1, 1). As a consequence, one immediately has G"G@. Hence,
we have proven:
PROPOSITION 1. ‚et u3H2 and n
u
:S "H2 the induced fibration sending g onto g ) u. „hen
the group of all isometries of S being compatible with this fibration is the group
G"SU(1, 1)]SO(1, 2)
u
.
In particular, all elements of this group are elements of SO(2, 2).
3. THE CONSTRUCTION
In order to find a polyhedral fundamental domain for the action of our discrete
cocompact group !LI`(H2), we cannot apply the Dirichlet—Voronoi construction in
Lorentzian geometry, since there exists no metric in this setting. For a better understanding
of Fischer’s construction, we recall how a fundamental domain for the binary icosahedron
group II in SU(2)"S3 can be constructed. First, we could apply the Dirichlet—Voronoi
construction to the point set II and obtain a tiling of the 3-sphere by 120 spherical
dodecahedra. On the other hand, we can use the ambient four—dimensional space the sphere
lives in. For an arbitrary point p of S3, let H
p
be the affine half-space whose boundary is
tangent to S3 at p and which contains the origin. The intersection
P:"Y
g|II
H
g
is a four-dimensional convex compact polytope. The group II acts on P and on its boundary
LP, which is a polyhedral complex of 120 affine dodecahedra. By projecting radially onto
the sphere, we obtain an equivariant homeomorphism which is an isomorphism between
the respective tilings.
For our purpose, the second approach is more suitable, since it makes no use of the
metric on S3. But a naive transfer of this idea to our setting yields no result, since then
Y
g|!I
H
g
"M0N and Z
g|!I
H
g
"A.
Recall that !3 is the inverse image of ! in SU(1, 1). One reason for this disappointing
behaviour of the half-spaces is that they do not support the pseudosphere S: The boundary
of H
g
intersects S in a two-dimensional cone which splits S into two components.
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It was the astonishing and genuine achievement of Thomas Fischer to see that we have
to take a union of intersections of half-spaces to obtain a nice fundamental domain. The
construction can only be applied to groups ! having nontrivial elliptic elements. So let us
assume that ! has this property and choose a point u3H2 with nontrivial stabilizer in !.
For x3!u"!3 u let
Q
x
:" Y
gu/x,g|!3
H
g
and set
P :" Z
x|!u
Q
x
.
Then the following theorem holds:
THEOREM 2 (Fischer [4]). „he group !I acts on the boundary LP of P. „he set
L
`
P :"LPWA
`
, with A
`
:"Mp3A D (p, p) ’0N, is obviously invariant with respect to !. „he
closure F
g
of the interior of LH
g
WL
`
P in L
`
P is a fundamental domain for the action of ! on
L
`
P.
„he radial projection
i : A
`
" S, p > 1
J(p, p)
p
induces a !I -equivariant homeomorphism from L
`
P onto S, henceF
g
:"i (F
g
) is a fundamental
domain for the action of !I on S"SU(1, 1). „he family (F
g
)
g|!3
is locally finite.
For every hOg the intersection F
g
WF
h
lies in the totally geodesic submanifold
(g!h)oWS. If the interiorI
g,h
ofF
g
WF
h
in LF
g
is not empty and g~1h is not parabolic then
I
g,h
is equal to the interior of (g!h)oWLF
g
in LF
g
.
If, in addition, ! is cocompact then F
g
is a compact polyhedron, i.e. a finite union of finite
intersections of affine half-spaces.
Before we give a proof of this theorem, let us explain the construction in a special case.
Consider the triangle group !"!(3, 3, 4), i.e. the subgroup of orientation preserving
elements in the group generated by reflections in the edges of a hyperbolic triangle with
angles p/3, n/3, p/4 (see Fig. 1). It is a discrete cocompact subgroup of I`(H2) and has
elliptic fixed points. We choose u to be the vertex of the triangle with angle p/4. Then !
u
has
p :"4 elements and !3
u
is a cyclic group of order 2p"8.
The set Q
u
is bounded by eight hyperplanes whose normals are contained in a 2-
dimensional subspace of A. Hence, Q
u
is of the form K]R2 with a compact 8-gon K. The
symmetry of the situation shows that K is, in fact, a regular 8-gon. Since LH
e
is tangent to
Q
u
, the intersection LH
e
WQ
u
is the product of an interval with R2, i.e. an infinite layer in LH
e
bounded by two parallel planes.
For all other x3!u, the intersection LH
e
WQ
x
is an infinite oblique prism. Figure 2
shows LH
e
WQ
u
and LH
e
WQ
x
WQ
u
with x"x
1
(cf. Fig. 1). An easy calculation shows that
the intersection of LH
e
WQ
x
with a plane parallel to the bounding planes of LH
e
WQ
u
is
a regular 8-gon. In addition, the hyperboloid in Fig. 2 bounds A
`
WLH
e
WQ
u
.
In the next figure, Fig. 3, one can study how Q
x1
and Q
x2
intersect. Finally, in Fig. 4, one
can see the nonconvex polyhedron which remains after removing from LH
e
WQ
u
WA
`
all
interiors of Q
x
with x3!
u
x
1
X!
u
x
2
. A painful calculation yields that no other Q
x
intersect
this polyhedron. Since all interior points of LH
e
WL
`
P lie in LH
e
WQ
u
, this polyhedron must
be the fundamental domain F
e
.
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Fig. 1. The group !(4, 3, 3) is generated by rotations of order 4, 3, 3 about the points u, v, w, respectively. The
points x
1
, x
2
are elements of the orbit !u of u.
Fig. 2. The figure above and the next two show objects in LH
e
, the hyperplane tangent to S at e"(1, 0, 0, 0). The
set LH
e
WQ
u
is a layer bounded by two parallel horizontal planes. The set A
`
WLH
e
WQ
u
is inside the one-sheet
hyperboloid. The 8-sided oblique prism is the intersection of Q
x1
with the layer.
Fig. 3. In addition to the objects in Fig. 2, one can see the prism Q
x2
.
The construction depends on the choice of the fixed point u. In our example, there are
only two essentially different choices. In Fig. 5, the two resulting fundamental domains are
depicted.
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Fig. 4. Cutting out eight oblique prisms Q
x
produces the polyhedron F
e
.
Fig. 5. The fundamental domains F
e
for the two different choices of the fixed point u.
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Proof of „heorem 2. A proof can be found in Th. Fischer’s Ph.D. thesis [4]. We give here
another proof which, whenever possible, replaces technical arguments in the original proof
by conceptual ones.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that u"(i, 0)"(0, 1, 0, 0)3Im A. Then the
stabilizer !3
u
of u in SU(1, 1) is the set M(f, 0)3C2D f2p"1N. Here p is the order of !
u
. With
this description one easily verifies:
LEMMA 3. „he map i induces a homeomorphism from LQ
u
WA
`
onto S, and hence by
symmetry i also maps LQ
x
WA
`
homeomorphically onto S for each x3!u.
The next lemma is more technical in nature, hence we give only a sketch of the proof.
LEMMA 4. „he family (Q
x
WA
`
)
x|!u of subsets of A` is locally finite.
Proof. A calculation shows that for xOu and every z
1
3C the set
A"Q
x
WM(z
1
, z
2
) D z
2
3CN
is a regular polygon whose midpoint is not in A
`
. The radius of its circumscribed circle
depends only on the distance of x to u and decreases when this distance increases. When the
distance goes to R, it goes to 0. Furthermore, the midpoint of the circle depends continu-
ously on z
1
. Hence for an arbitrary a3A
`
, we find some constant R’0 and a neighbour-
hood ” of a in A
`
which has nonempty intersection only with those Q
x
for which the
distance of x to u is bounded by R. K
As a consequence of these two observations, we prove:
LEMMA 5. i maps L
`
P homeomorphically onto S.
Proof. First of all, we observe the following. Let a3A
`
and x3!u. Then there exists
a number j
0
’0 such that ja3Qs
x
for 0(j(j
0
and ja NQ
x
for j’j
0
.
(i) i is injective: Let a3L
`
P. Due to Lemma 4, there exists some x3!u with a3LQ
x
.
Moreover, there are only finitely many x with this property, and for all other y3!u,
we have a NQ
y
. Therefore ja3Ps for j(1 and ja NPs for j’1.
(ii) i is surjective: Let a3S and set
A :"Mj’0 D ja3PN.
Lemma 3 and the above observation assure that this set is not empty and has a maximal
element, say j
0
. Then j
0
a3L
`
P and i (j
0
a)"a.
(iii) The restriction of i to L
`
P is obviously continuous.
(iv) i maps open sets of L
`
P onto open sets in S: Let a3L
`
P and ”LA
`
a neighbour-
hood of a. Due to Lemma 4, we may choose ” such that B:"Mx3!u D Q
x
W”O0N
is a finite set. Moreover, we may assume that a is in LQ
x
for all x3B. Hence the
finite intersection » :"Y
x|B
i (”WLQ
x
) is an open neighbourhood of i (a), due to
Lemma 3.
Let q3». Then for each x3B there exists a j
x
’0 with j
x
q3LQ
x
W”. Choose
y3B such that j
y
is maximal. Since j
y
q3”, the observation at the beginning of the
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proof shows that j
y
q3”WLP and hence q3i (”WLP). Therefore i (”WLP) con-
tains an open neighbourhood of i (a). K
The set F
g
for g3!I was defined to be the closure of the interior of L
`
PWLH
g
in L
`
P.
Hence, it is the closure of its interior in L
`
P.
LEMMA 6. F
g
is a fundamental domain for the action of !I on L
`
P.
Proof. (i) Z
g|!3
Fs
g
"L
`
P. Let a3L
`
P. According to Lemma 4, there exists a neighbour-
hood ” of a in A
`
and a finite subset Mg
1
, 2, gkNL!3 such that
”WL
`
P" kZ
i/1
LH
gi
WL
`
PW”.
On the other hand, the affine hyperplanes LH
g
and LH
h
intersect each other transversally for
gOh. Hence, LH
gi
WL
`
PW” is exactly the intersection of ” with a finite union of finite
intersections of half-spaces of LH
gi
. Therefore, LH
gi
WL
`
PW” is the closure of its interior in
L
`
PW” and a3Fs1
gi
"F
gi
for some i"1, 2 , k.
(ii) F
g
WF
h
O0Ng"h. Since LH
g
intersects LH
h
transversally for gOh, the intersection
F
g
WF
h
has no interior points in LH
g
, hence no interior points in F
g
. K
LEMMA 7. If ! is cocompact then F
g
is a compact polyhedron.
Proof. Firstly, let us show that F
g
is compact. Let (a
i
)
i|N
be a sequence in Fs
g
and denote
by u the map
L
`
P iPS "!3 TS .
Since !3 TS is compact, we may assume, without loss of generality, that u (a
i
) converges to
some point aN . Because u is surjective, there is some a3L
`
P with u (a)"aN , i.e. there exists
a sequence of c
i
3!3 such that (c
i
a
i
) converges to a.
Lemma 4 shows that there is some neighbourhood of a that meets only finitely many F
h
.
Hence, after choosing a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that the sequence c
i
is
constant, say c
i
"c, and that cg"h. Therefore, c~1a is a limit point of the sequence (a
i
) and
hence c~1a3F
g
.
Secondly, there is a finite subset EL!u such that
F
g
"LH
g
WY
x|E
R
x
WA
`
,
with R
x
:"ACQs
x
, because of Lemma 4 and the fact that F
g
is compact.
Since F
g
is compact, its closure in A coincides with its closure in A
`
. Hence, F
g
is
a compact union of connected components of LH
g
WY
x|E
R
x
, i.e. a compact polyhedron.
K
It remains to prove the assertions of the theorem concerning the intersection of
neighbouring fundamental domains. Firstly, we have to show that F
g
WF
h
L(g!h)o for
different g, h. This is clear, since
F
g
WF
h
LLH
g
WLH
h
WA
`
"Mp3A
`
D (p, g)"(p, h)"1N
and i leaves (g!h)o invariant.
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Secondly, for gOh, let the interiorI
g,h
ofF
g
WF
h
in LF
g
be non-empty. We claim that
I
g,h
is equal to the interior of (g!h)oWLF
g
in LF
g
if g~1h is non-parabolic. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that g"e and hOe. If the interior I
e,h
"i~1(I
e,h
) of F
e
WF
h
in
LF
e
is a proper subset of the interior of (e!h)oWLF
e
"LH
h
WLF
e
in LF
e
then there must be
an element k3!3 such that
0OI
e,h
LLH
e
WLH
h
WLH
k
.
But then, since these sets are two-dimensional,
LH
e
WLH
h
"LH
e
WLH
k
.
This implies that (e!h)o"(e!k)o. Therefore, and because of the non-degeneracy of ( ), )),
the vectors e!h and e!k are linearly dependent. An elementary discussion yields that
h must be of the form $e#x with xO0 and (x, x)"0, i. e. h is parabolic. K
4. SYMMETRIES OF THE TILING
In this section we assume that ! is not cyclic. The reader will have no problem
examining the case !"!
u
. Let
& :"Mc3O(2, 2) D ∀g3!3 &h3! : c(F
g
)"F
h
N.
It is easy to verify that & is the group of elements of O(2, 2) leaving L
`
P invariant. It follows
from the definition of F
g
that c3& maps F
g
onto Fc(g) , in particular, & leaves !3 invariant.
Therefore &
e
WSO(2, 2)LSO(1, 2) is contained in the normalizer N (!) of !, in particular,
&
e
is discrete.
We claim that &
e
WSO(2, 2)"N (!)
u
, thus &
e
is finite and &WSO(2, 2)"!3 ]N(!)
u
.
Since, by definition, F
e
has interior points, there is a point x"(a, b) in the interior of
F
e
whose first component is of the form a"1#ai with aO0. As every c3&
e
WSO(2, 2)
leaves F
e
invariant, for each x3F
e
, the point c(x) lies in LH
e
WQ
u
, which is an infinite layer in
e#Im A bounded by two planes parallel to the b-plane, as was explained earlier. With
these observations, elementary considerations show that an element of &
e
WSO(2, 2) cannot
act on H2 as a hyperbolic or parabolic isometry. But it is a well-known fact in hyperbolic
geometry that a discrete group containing, apart from e, only elliptic elements is finite and
stabilizes a single point. Since obviously ı(!3
u
)L&
e
WSO(2, 2), the assertion follows.
In the example !"!(3, 3, 4), the group N(!)
u
is a dihedral group of order 2 )2 )4 or 2 )3,
respectively, depending on the choice of u.
Next, we show that, in fact, &LSO(2, 2), so &"! J N (!)
u
. As we saw earlier, only
points of SU(1, 1)
u
can be fixed points of a symmetry of F
e
in SO(2, 2)
0
. Hence, each element
c3& acts on the set !3 )SU(1, 1)
u
of left cosets of SU(1, 1)
u
and on the set of left cosets of !3
u
in
!3 , i.e. c (g )!3
u
)"c (g) )!3
u
for all g3!3 . Now if c is in &
e
but not in SO(2, 2) then c@ :"q ) c is in
SO(1, 2), where q denotes the inversion g>g~1 in SU(1, 1). As both c and q map SU(1, 1)
u
and !3 onto themselves c@ does, too, so since c@ is an automorphism of SU(1, 1) it follows that
c@ and q belong to &
e
. But this is a contradiction, for !3
u
is not normal in !3 if there are
elements in ! that do not fix u.
Summarizing, we have proven
PROPOSITION 8. ‚et ! be a cocompact subgroup of PSU(1, 1) and u an elliptic fixed point
of !. Assume, furthermore, that ! is not cyclic, i.e. !O!
u
. „he construction of „heorem 2
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Fig. 6. For some faces of F
e
the side pairings are indicated. A shaded face in the left-hand picture is paired with the
face in the rightmost picture shaded in the same manner. The identification maps a marked vertex onto a marked
vertex and a vector normal to a face pointing inwards to a vector pointing outwards. All other pairings are
obtained by applying the obvious symmetries.
yields a tiling of S"SU(1, 1). „he group & of all elements of the isometry group of O(2, 2)
which leave this tiling of S invariant is the group
!3 J N (!)
u
.
In particular, & is a subgroup of SO(2, 2) and a subgroup of G"SU(1, 1) J SO(1, 2)
u
. (See
Proposition 1).
The elements of !
u
act as rotations about the circular axis SU(1, 1)
u
. The other elements
of N(!)
u
act on H2 as reflections and on SU(1, 1) as half-turns about axes perpendicular to
SU(1, 1)
u
. The projection n
u
: SU(1, 1)"H2 maps such an axis onto the fixed point set of the
corresponding reflection.
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Fig. 7. Some axes of half-turns mapping F
e
onto a neighbouring F
g
. All other axes are obtained by applying the
elements of the dihedral symmetry group of F
e
.
In general, !3 J N (!)
u
contains, besides its fixed point free elements including the
elements of !3 , rotations about fibres of n
u
and half-turns about axes perpendicular to those.
The fibration n
u
maps those axes on elliptic fixed points and reflection lines respectively, the
corresponding motions of the hyperbolic plane leave the orbit !u invariant.
Let us consider the elements in !3 J N (!)
u
which map F
e
onto a neighbouring F
g
,
i.e. a F
g
such that F
e
WF
g
contains a two-dimensional face of F
e
. Firstly, we have the side
pairing elements in !3 . If F
e
WF
g
contains a two-dimensional face, then g~1 maps F
e
WF
g
onto F
g~1
WF
e
. As we have noticed above, the map q : g> g~1 is the identity on Re
and !1 on Im A, hence LH
e
WLH
g
can be obtained from LH
g~1
WLH
e
by an inversion
in LH
e
with center e. But this does not imply that the analogous statement is true for
F
e
WF
g
and F
g~1
WF
e
. For an example, take a close look at Fig. 6. There, some of the side
pairings are depicted.
Secondly, we have those rotations that map F
e
onto a neighbouring F
g
. If their order is
greater than 2 then their axes are fibres and intersect F
e
in edges. In the next section, we will
discuss when such rotations can occur. Otherwise, their axes meet F
e
in segments contained
in the boundary of F
e
. In Fig. 7, all such axes are depicted for our example !(3, 3, 4), with
u chosen to be a fixed point of order 4.
5. SEIFERT FIBRATION
The map
n
u
: SU(1, 1)"H2, g>gu
fibres SU(1, 1) by circles. The fibres are exactly the left cosets of SU(1, 1)
u
, the stabilizer of
u in SU(1, 1). By linear extension, multiplication from the right with elements of SU(1, 1)
u
induces a complex scalar multiplication on A, which will be denoted by a ) j. Therefore, the
fibres are intersections of complex lines, i.e. real two—dimensional subspaces of A, with S,
hence they are geodesics. These complex lines intersect LH
e
in real affine lines. If we choose
coordinates of the hyperboloid model H2 in Im A such that u"(i, 0)"(0, 1, 0, 0) an easy
calculation shows that the complex scalar multiplication is given by
(z
1
, z
2
) ) j"(jz
1
, jJ z
2
).
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Fig. 8. Two exceptional fibres meeting F
e
. Applying the symmetries of F
e
yields all other fibres of this kind.
The fibration n
u
is compatible with the action of !3 , hence it gives a Seifert fibration of the
orbit space !3 TSU(1, 1). In order to determine the exceptional fibres, we have to consider
the isotropy group of a fibre. Let v be a point of H2 and q be the order of !3
v
. Then !3
v
acts as
the group of the 2qth roots of unity on the fibre and as cyclic group of order q on the base.
Hence, the exceptional fibres are exactly the fibres above points with nontrivial stabilizer
in !. In Fig. 8, one can see the exceptional fibres which meet F
e
.
Since multiplication with elements of SU(1, 1) from the left and conjugation with
elements of SU(1, 1)
u
commute with the above scalar multiplication, the group
G
0
:"SU(1, 1) J (SO(1, 2)
u
WSO(1, 2)
0
) acts on A through complex linear isomorphisms.
As we saw above, those rotations about fibres of n
u
above points of !u that act as
symmetries of !u on H2 belong to the symmetry group &"!I J N(!)
u
of P. It is natural to
ask whether this group contains rotations about other fibres, too. Such an isometry is
obviously an element of G
0
.
Let N@"N(!)WSO(1, 2)
0
and &@"!3 ]N@
u
. A general element u3G
0
acts on A by the
rule
u (a)"gaj,
where the pair (g, j)3SU(1, 1)]SU(1, 1)
u
is determined up to sign by u. If, moreover, u3&@
then j3NI @
u
and g3*3 with *"! )N@. The converse is not true, so we deduce a further
condition that is sufficient for an element u with g3*3 and j3NI @
u
to be in &@. Observe that
*
u
"N@
u
and !WN@"!
u
, so */!:*
u
/!
u
and we have a canonical homomorphism s given
by the short exact sequence
1"! "* sP*
u
/!
u
" 1
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Fig. 9. F
e
for !(3, 3, 4) with u being a fixed point of order 3 and axes of order 3.
that lifts to a homomorphism
sI : *I "*
u
/!
u
with kernel !3 . Obviously u3&@ if and only if sJ (g)"sJ (j)~1.
Now let v3H2 and consider the group
&(v)"Mu3& D ∀a3n~1
u
(v) : u(a)"aNL&@
of symmetries fixing the fibre over v pointwise. If u3& (v) with associated elements g and
j as above, the compatibility of g with n
u
and the fact that the fibres of n
u
are intersections of
S with complex linear subspaces of A ensure that, in fact, g3*3
v
. Furthermore, let o8 denote
the isomorphism
oJ : SU(1, 1)
v
"SU(1, 1)
u
with ha"aoJ (h) for all h3SU(1, 1)
v
and a3n~1
u
(v). Then oJ (g)"j~1. Collecting all these
conditions together, we see that an element u3G
0
belongs to & (v) if and only if its
associated elements g3SU(1, 1) and j3SU(1, 1)
u
satisfy
g3*3
v
, j3NI @
u
, sJ (g)"sJ (j)~1, oJ (g)"j~1 .
In particular, j and g determine each other uniquely.
The isomorphism oJ projects to an isomorphism
o : PSU(1, 1)
v
"PSU(1, 1)
u
,
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Fig. 10. A typical series of fundamental domains. The deformations of the corresponding singularities are from top
to bottom. The corresponding groups are !(3, 3, 4), !(2, 4, 5) and !(2, 3, 7). In each case, u is a fixed point of
maximal order.
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and we have just seen that &(v) is canonically isomorphic to the cyclic group
*u
v
"Mc3*
v
D s (c)"s (o(c))N.
PROPOSITION 9. ‚et v3H2, and let p and q denote the orders of !
u
and !
v
, respectively.
„he group &(v) of rotations about the fibre above v in the symmetry group & of L
`
P is a cyclic
group of order m gcd(p, q). „he positive integer m is bounded from above by the index [*
v
: !
v
],
with the group *
v
as defined in the discussion above. In particular, the number m equals 1 if
! is its own normalizer in SU(1, 1).
Proof. Using the above notation, we have to compute the order of the group *u
v
. Since
every c3*u
v
W!
v
satisfies s(c)"1 and o (c)3!
u
, we see that
*u
v
W!
v
"o~1(!
u
Wo (!
v
))
is a cyclic group of order gcd(p, q). The proposition is implied by
*u
v
/(*u
v
W!
v
):(*u
v
)!
v
)/!
v
L*
v
/!
v
. K
If we choose for !"!(3, 3, 4) the point u as fixed point of order 3, then the above
proposition tells us that some edges of F
e
have to be contained in fibres which are rotational
axes of order three. One of these fibres can be seen in Fig. 9.
6. CONNECTION TO SINGULARITY THEORY
According to Dolgachev [3], the orbit space ‰ :"!3 T(A
`
X0) is a complex analytic
surface with an isolated singular point 0. There are exactly 14 cocompact discrete subgroups
of PSU(1, 1) for which (‰, 0) is isomorphic to a hypersurface singularity, i.e. there exists an
analytic, in fact, polynomial, function f :C3"C such that (‰, 0) is isomorphic to ( f ~1 (0), 0).
These 14 singularities coincide with the 14 quasihomogeneous exceptional unimodal
singularities in Arnold’s classification (cf. [3]). The orbit space !3 TSU(1, 1) can be identified
with the link of the corresponding singularity. These 14 groups are triangle goups and their
respective fundamental domains were computed in [5] for all possible choices of the fixed
point u with one exception: Fixed points of order 2 were omitted, since the necessary
calculations would have been too complicated.
For singularities, there exists the notion of deformation. This relation gives a partial
ordering on the set of singularities we consider (cf. [1]). Arranging the corresponding
fundamental domains according to this ordering, one is tempted to say that deformations
are somehow reflected by specific combinatorial modifications of the corresponding funda-
mental domains. To illustrate this vague remark, we refer to Figs 10 and 11 which depict
two series of fundamental domains whose corresponding singularities can be deformed into
each other. This approach becomes more convincing if one considers further singularities
whose links are modelled on other geometries, namely S3 and Nil. But the discussion of
these questions would go beyond the scope of this paper. There will be a broader treatment
in [2].
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Fig. 11. Fundamental domains for the same groups as in Fig. 10, now with a different choice of fixed point u.
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